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Most manufacturing or industrial plants design their power systems to meet 
the needs of a carefully planned processo The design is generally based upon 
years of experience and embodies standardized equipment, well known and 
readily availableo Once built, changes would only be made when justified 
by plant expansion9 change in product~ or other economic reasono 

In contrast, the research laboratory produces basic scientific knowledge 
and acts-as a proving ground for new ideaso ConsequentlyjJ laboratory 
power systems and wiring must frequently be altered as the experimental 
work progresseso In nuclear research work, a very flexible power system 
is neededo It should have a wide range of voltage and current levels 
for single phase, three phase and direct currentso 

The operation of experimental equipment and of the various types of particle 
accelerators will impose loads of widely differing characteristicso Such 
loads may vary·rroril a·rew kilowatts iipplied on a random basis, through 
steady loads at high power factor, to pulsed loads of several megawatts 
peak powero 

Bulk power consumption in a large laboratory, can be divided into two broad 
classes-g 

Utility Power, for the shops~ offices, chemistry laboratories and 
the small experimental areaso 

Research Power.il for the large experimental loads and operation of 
the particle accelerators and their associat~d 
equipmento 

Utili t;y_ Power=Wirin,g 

In this classifica.t:ion~ there is the power used for lighting, heating and 
ventilating.ll poWelr''-driven tools and machinery, heat treating, ,pumping, weld
ing,~) crane operation, alarms and communication equipment, etco The wiring 
for such loads is of a "permanent" nature-9 meets all safety codes, and 
ge?erally conforms to standard practice for a specific occupancyo Space 
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must be provided for scientists 2 office workers~·engineers and skilled crafts
mane Management recognizes the need for a clean, safe ·environment in which 
high=grade personnel will be_inspired to do their besto 

The word "permanent11 however~ must not oe taken too seriou.sly~ because to
day9 s office may become tomorrowU s shopo Therefore a flexible wiring sys
tem is necessary for such alterations are expensive, justified only by the 
importance of a project and it 0s timingo In such an area9 a large increase 
in electrical'load~ due to change in occupancy~ presents the problem of 
having ample power available in the ~~edi8~~ vicinityo 

A primary distribution system~ eogo a 12 Kvo radial system~ terminating in 
outdoor transformer yards~ provides flexibility in that the various trans
formers can be changed to suit new power demandso But an inadequate ser
vice, from the transformer secondary into a building~ may prove to be a 
bottleneck for future expansiono 

The use of standard wiring materials~ plus ample feeder capacity into an 
area, shortens alteration timeo For inside wiring the tise of Thinwall 
conduit~ flexible conduit~ cables placed in troughs, etco can be adopted 
where these methods do not conflict with the wiring codeso The power 
feeder into such areas can be run through rigid conduit somewhat larger 
than necessary for the immediate loado If.the load increases:; due to 
change of building occupancy~ a larger service can replace the original 
feedero In some cases it may be necessary to remove feeders having the 
RW o~ TW insulations~ and replace them with the Asbestos or type H in
sulation for heavier loading on the same size wireo 

If the original feeder was a 240 volt line~ this can be changed to a 480 
volt feeder 'l(i thout replacement$ since the insulation will be code=rated 
at 600 volts for wires in the lo\cl voltage class o A few banks of dry step
down transformers located within the building at the load centers,\) will 
then double the available building power without changing the service w~res, 
which will be carrying the same rated fu11 load ~urrento In some types"" 
of buildings which are. used for both office space ·and small laboratory 
roomS~ it is economical to install overhead bus duct along hallways and 
in. locations where it will not shock the esthetic eye o Where the room 
occupancy changes fre.,uently.ll- such an installation becomes a very conven
ient means of increasing or decreasing the service into any·roomo 

If the building contains chemical laboratories .ll whc·se work involves the 
handling of radio=active materials~ an emergency power supply will be 
necessary to carry the ventilation load in case of power failureo This 
is very important~ Failure of ventilation for a sufficient length of 
time.ll can result ~n a difficult and time=consuming decontamination pro
cesso The stand=by power can be supplied by small diesel or gasoline 
engine prime moverso The generat.oro may have ratings just large enough 
to carry the ventilation load plus a few of the most critical experi= 
mental circuitso 

Here again~ circuit flexibility is needed,\) so that the non critical loads 
can be quickly isolatedo The use of a careful numbering system:. plus' a 
few colored labels 9 simplifies this problemo 

'. 
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Utility Plugs and Receptacles 

With so many voltage and current levels available in the laboratory, a 
standardized system of plugs and receptacles is a necessitye This will 
enable laboratory personnel to recognize the voltage, phasingand current 
rating of An- ni,t,1 ~t, merely by looking at the shape of the receptacle a 

The receptacles shown in Figo 1 show what can be done with standard units, 
of which there is a wide variety on the market, all having some out
standing advantage for a specific useo Those shown were selected on 
the basis that the geometrical arrangement of the pinS will prevent 
the insertion of a plug of one voltage or current rating, into a recep
tacle of some other voltage or current ratingo These 9 units will 
supply 3 circuit ratings without equipment ground, and 6 ratings with 
equipment groundo 

The ability to ground the metal c;;:tses of portable devices, is of even 
greater importance in the research laboratory than in the home, because 
there is such a variety of ·test equipment, and so many voltage levels 
in useo One frequently finds signal generators, scopes, vacuum tube 
voltmeters~ amplifiers and a miscellaneous array of metal chassis-mounted 
test equipment, all in close proximity to an experimentero 

An accidental contact, internally, between an anode circuit component 
and a metal case not solidly grounded, becomes a very real hazard to 
a researchero In some types of equipment, it is necessary to have the 
entire instrument floating· at·a high potential. to ground, and this is 
done safely by mounting th$ unit-on insulators, behind plexiglass windows~ 
But· in general, most instrument cases can be groundedo This is recog-, 
nized as a safety requirement in the California State Electrical Code, 
which calls for the grounqing of all portable applianceso 

Since code does not permit the neutral wire to b~ used as the equipment 
grounding conductor, a 3 pin plug and 3 conductor cord will be needed for 
grounding portable testequipmento In this matter, it is unfortunate 
that the manufacturers of test instruments have not, to date, adopted 
the use ofJ conductor cords and·3 pin plugso The replacement of these 
cords and plugs, for safety purposes, becomes an added task (and expense) 
for the busy laboratory~ 

A quick method of changing an office into. an experimental room, is to 
move in a number of standardiZed test'benches, all.made wiiform as-to 
size and shape, and prewired identically' with "Plug~iri11 strip,.· Expe:dence 
has shown that the most reliable and-flexible types are.those-into which 
the standard receptacles can be"snapped, and then connected'as in typical 
race-way w~r~ngo Using this method, the units shown in Figo 1 maintain 
the features of standardization and also simplify the stock problema 
A group of receptacles in one strip, protected by a circuit breaker to 
match the receptacle rating, can then be plugged into the nearest wall 
outleto Circuit breakers are preferable to fuses, in the laboratory, 
because they discourage tamperingo 
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Utility Circuits 

In an office building, or one in which there are :iilany small single-phase, 
120 volt expe:rime:rital circuits' the conventional. 3 phas€, 4 wire y system 
can be used to best advantage because it places such·a. well balanced load 
upon the area supply systemo· A few 3phase 3 wire 240 volt loads, such 
as-elevators, ventilators,etco can then be supplied by means of small 
dry transformers~ connected Y-!J. to transform from 'the 120j208 volt 
system to 240 volts-for the special 3 phase loadso If then the building 
occupancy.changes, so-that most of the new loads are 3 phase 3 wire 
240 volts 3 the transformer bank feeding the building can have its 
secondary reconnected for 3 phase 4 wire h. with one leg of the delta, 
center-tapped for a neutralo This will then provide 3 phase 240 volts, 
and ·1 phase 240/120 ·val ts for lights 9: receptacles 9 control circuits, 
etco For this reason, it is desirable to install transformers having 
the 240/120 volt secondary w~ndingso 

Where one large transformer bank supplies a group of buildings, the 
choice of secondary connection must be based upon the prevalence of 
240 volt ? phase loads as compared to 120 volt 1 phase loads for light-
ing~ etc o, Using the 4 wire delta system mentioned above, a· point · 
may be reached where the plia.se loads become badly unbalancedo A simple, 
though.somewhat awkward-1 solutionfor such a situation is showri in 
Figo 2, using standard filament and dry step-down transformerso Here, 
the 208 volts from B 'phase to neutral.7 is stepped up to 228o8 volts, 
using a la75 KVAo filament transformer~ having a lOgl voltage ratioo 
This 228a8 volts is then supplied to a standard 240=240/120 volt dry 
transformer of suitable KVAo rating 9 and stepped down to 228o8/ll4o4 
volts, 3 wire.~> single phaseo The method :hiada B phase and helps restore 
a balanced load condition on the main transformer bank~ but leaves much 
to be desired from an efficiency viewpointo In addition to the excitation 
losses.~> 2 transformers are required, plus the space and labor of mounting 
thema A simpler solution would be the use of a 208=240/120 volt trans
former~ but these are not always available on short time scheduleso 

Good voltage regulation must be maintained for the experimental areas in 
vlhich accuracte measurements are madeo Good regulation is also needed 
for t1"e various types· of radioactivity counters, scalers and monitoring 
equipme1~f', o This .. is. espeCially true where . these devices are designed 
arid ser-iricedo At present 3 many of the later types of radioactivity. 
monitoring instruments~ have built-in voltage regulation so that their 
operation is satisfactory if the building supply voltage is regulated 
to within ± lo25 percento For this purpose the conventional tap-changing auto 
transformer regulator, having the standard 5/8 percent taps and a 10 second 
time delay to prevent excessive contact wear» will be satisfactoryo 
But for experimental development work, such regulation is totally in-
acl.ecpll" +"" A.nd must be supplemented with addi tiorial regula tors of the 
resonant circuit=high leakage reactance type, or the saturable reactor 
type which embodies a rectifier controlled by a voltage sensitive wheat~ : 
stone bridgeo Harmonic distortion of several percent will be noticeable 
in the output of both typesa 

Where small amounts of direct current are needed, the portable rectifier 
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is convenient. ·such units can supply as much as 1300 watts D. c. from the 
standard 120 volt 1 15 amp. single phas-e wall outlet. For values of 
direct current up to 6 kilowatts, aportable·3 phase full wave rectifier 
p~U.gged. into a 240 volt,· 20 ampere 3. pnase wall outlet cart be used~ For 
D.C. up. to approximately 18 kilowatts; portable motor=generato:r; sets 
are used~ These can be'plugged into·the'240 volt~ 60 ampere'3 phase 
outlets. 'All of these wall receptacl~s-:are shown in Fig. L These 
portable M-G sets are completely assembled upits 9 equipped with circuit 
breakers, motor starting contactors, ·self~contained regulators~- meters, 
overload relays~ pilot lights; toggle s,;,itchesfor local or remote opera ... 
tion, etc. The regulators can hold the output current constant to \orithin 
0.05 percent if ~eeded. These M-G sets can also be equipped with field 
reversing contactors~ so that there will be a rapid decay of current in 
circuits having large inductance, such as experimental magnets. Fig. 3 
shO\oTS a portable 20 K. W. motor generator· set. Where it becomes neces
sary to fully load~ or ov'erload the~e machines, they are generally wired 
in solidly, rather than through plugs and _cables. · 

·Research Po~rer 

Several service feeders at 12 K.V~· or_}figher, are required for the' 
lar'ge experimental loads and for Particle Aqcelerator operation. This 
provides some flexibility so that'new units can be constructed without 
interfering with the operation of eXisting equipment. With several 
main services, plus an adequate switching struc~ure,1 service continuity 
is assured. 

The public utility which serves a large laboratory, may well be concerned 
with the types of load placed upon its system. These vary over a wide 
range, from ideal to undesirable. In the ideal group, a large Cyclotron 
is the best example~ requiring libout· lOOO·kilowatts for an average of 
500 hours per month. Of this 1000 kilowatts, about 850_will be·at 80 · 
percent leading po1rrer factor, for operation of an M.G. set which sup-. 
plies magnet powerll a very steady ioad. ·· · · · 

In the unde-sirable class~ there will be:the pUlsating loads which vary 
over a wide range in peak power, length·of pulse, pulse repetition 
rate, and duty cycle. ' ·· · · ' · 

The two 
1. 
2. 

principal methods of reducing the'annoyance of such loads a,reg · 
Scheduling operations for the hours of Midnight to 8:00 AM. 
Use of large motor~generator sets equipped with flywheels, 
or use of stored energy in large capacitor banks. 

.. - - - . . . .' 

or the first method9 about all that can be.said is that it transfers 
the unhappiness of the utility onto''the researcher! 

The second method is the most promising. Flywheels have been in use 
for many years~ and there is a wealth of practical knowledge concerning 
their ability to smooth out pulsating loadso · 

.·.,·! 
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One finds an interesting.exa,m.pie, in the case of the cloud chamber 
generatoro Cloud chambers are used in the research l~boratory as a. neans 
or photographing highly accelerated particles 0. These particles, trf.!.,T<CJ,
irig at high sppeds through a vap()ri9~il:c.hamber, are deflected from t.heir.' 
line of ;travel by a magnetic field .~pplied for a few seconds~ Such a . 
magnet .may require a D.C. pulse of 4000 amperes at 200 volts •. This ~00 
kilowatt load rises to its peak in approximately 2=1/4 seconds at whic~ 
tim~ the generator field is automaticaily deenergized. The current 
then decays to.about 200 amperes in the next 10 seconds at which time 
it is safe to open the main PoCo. circuit breaker. These pulses are re
peated about 30 times per houro · 

The cloud chamber generator which furnishe$ this power is shown in Fig. 
4o The. generator has an intermittent rating of 3000 amperes at 180 volts 1 
.or 540 kilowatts. It is driven by a 150 H.Po 480 volt 3 phase induction 
motor, squirrel cage type. Between the generator and the motor 9 there 
is a 3.8 ton flywheeL A 300 H.P. hydraulic coupling is used between 
the motor and the flywheel. This nermits easy reduced=voltage starting 
of the motor whiGhthen brings the flywheel-generator combination up 
to speed (1170 ~.P.M.) in.several minutes. At full idling speed, this 
motor draws 30 kilowatts froi:n the line. .At the peak of the (800 ldlowatt) 
D.c. pulse, the motor draws approximatel:y .3.30 kilowatts from the line •. 
There is a 13 percent reduction in flywheel speed as it gives up some of 
its stored energy, while the motordecreases its speed approximately 5.5 
percent. A selective control system is provided so that pulse power, · 
time and repetition rate can be varied to suit. the needE of the moment.· 
With this equipment, the 60 cycle system sees only 41 percent of the 
peak power taken by the cloud'chamber.magnet. · 

An example.of an Accelerator· using the stored energy in a large capac
itor bank, is the Electron siuchrotron, which accelerates electrons to 
an energy level of .335 MEV. The electrons travel around a circular 
orbit in tht vacuum chamber of a magnet constructed similar to a trans
former. The magnet winding acts as the primary9 while the electron . 
stream in the evacuated acceleration chamber-acts as the transformer 
secondaryo A constant frequency of 47.7 m~gacycles.~~ at 3a5 KoVo is 
maintained across the accelerating gap, while the elec+.rons are held 
in synchronism by a rapid rise in magnetic field strei:gth to approx
imately llo5 kilogausso This is accomplished by discharging a large 
capacitor through the magnet windingo 

The capacitor and magnet form an L-C circuit resonant.at 32 cycles 3 at 
which frequency the capacitor is rated 29,200 KVARo Th~ peak. current 
arid voltage at time of discharge is J060 amperes at 19000 voltso This 
discharge lasts 1 full cycle (of .32 cycle frequency) or 1/32 of a sec
ond, while the pul~e repetition rate is 6 per secondo 

The capacitor is divided into two banks of 1636 mfdso each.ll in series 
with the magnet and charged during the pulse interval from a 3 phase 
full wave rectifier having a 100 KoWo 480 volt 60 cycle sotirceo Pulsing 
is accomplished by firing two sets of Ignitrons 9 connected back=to=back, 
momentarily connecting the two capacitor banks in serl.es and forming 
a discharge path through the magneto The simplified circuit is shown 
in Figo 5o . 

., 

,' 
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A pair. of 'Pi6de· Limiter tubes, plus a 60 Henry choke, limit the recti
fier· current to a'···~fe val~e during the Igni tron firing period. l.J'i th 
the capacitor banks connected in series, ~otal capacitance is $18 mfds. 
providing stored~ energy of '148 Ki•r. seconds, derived from; 

E·:l/~·C 'y? with C i~ Farads and V in volts. 

During each~ ·pulse, the energy dissipated in the L-C circuit is 12/.3~Kt,t 
sees or 8~ 3 per.cent of· th~ stored energy~ With a 1 cycle pulse, ~he 
power dissipat~d in this circuit will be1 

12.3 ~ 1/32 or 394 KW. pulse peak power 

'rhe duty·cyclewill be-(6 X 100) ;,· 32: 18.75 percent which results in 
averaged· power· dissipation of 74YJT. ·over the full 1 second period, item-. 
ized approximately: · 

135 To~ .Magnet iron loss •••••••••• , •••• , •••••••••••• 8KW. 
L 75 Ton Mag·net cqpper loss ••.•••• • •••.•••••••••••••• 8KW. 
Capacitor ;I.osse·s~ ~ ••••••••• • ••• • ••••••••••••••••••• 32KWT. 
Ignitron losses .. ~ •••• , ••••••••••••••• ; ••••••••••••• ~ .. 

74Dl. 

To the averaged power of 74YJT. shquld be added 13KW. capacitor Bleeder 
~oases, and lOKW •. losses in the Diode Limiters, mak:Lng a total of '97KW. 
averaged power taken from· the high voltage rectifier. Adding the s·everal 
small components' of power losses in the rectifier, plate transforinE3rs, 
induction v.oltage regUlator, etc. will result in a total average load of 
approximately lOOKW·. on the 60 cycle system with relatively small varia
tions during p-qlse .and pulse interval periods. 

Flywheels are u,sed for obtaining large values of stored energy for the· 
excitation of the Bevatron Magnet. The BevatrQn, to be used for accel
erating Protons to approximately 6 BEV, is now nearing completion. 
It's magnet is 120-ft·. >in diameter, weighs 10,000 tons, .and requires·· . 
?33, 000 ainpere.;.;;turniii per qtiadrant excitation for maximUm magnet~c field no .. · 

·-~iiiAE!()l6 ¥logau~s··. Thi~ zna.gnet will be· pu~sed at about 10?}1W· .. u. 
· ')' j)e? power and Will reqUJ.re nearly 550,000 CFM of a~r cooling; proVJ.ded by,. 

two 327 RPM; 250 H.P. Synchronous motors. 

Magnet excitation is provided by two 461 000 KVA. 12 phase 5.500 volt . . 
generators; driven.by.3600 H.f. 12 KV. wound rotor motors, each equipped 
witn a 67 ton flywheel. The windings of the·ma,gnet and i;.he generators 
areuso arra.ng~d that the total voltage ac:ro~:~s the magnet willbe 18 KV 
although the voltage to ground at any point will not exceed 4500 volts. 
Eight groups or continuously pumped, thyratron controiled Ignitrons 
rectify the {55 cycle) generator qurrents, a,nd provide peak currents 
of 8333 amperes, pUlsed at a repetition rate of 10 per minute. This 
pulse wave shape is' triangular, rising to c;rest in 1~85 seconds, de
caying inl.85 seconds:cluring inversion, followed by pulse off-:time 
of 1.4 seconds •. · The magn~t, ·having an inductance o:f approximately 2.4 

1··/.··. 
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Henrys- at fulr ·current 11 will star~ magnetic ener:gy. of 8.3 .MW' ... Sl=JCS P again, 
derived. from . the co'nvent;ionalg ' · · · - . 

,. 

Each flywheel- gives up appro::ldmately 40 H.:W. sees. of store~ energy during 
pulse rise time9 and this eriergy is returned from the magnet during 
current decay and off=time. The 60. cycle .. system is: thu13 protec~ed from 
the 100 'M. W. peak pulses 9 and will supply ,only the losses .. of. the magnet · 
and it's excitation equipment.· This :will ·average approximately 7 l!iJ. 
with load swings of about 3 MVA. due to 7 percent speed fluctuations of 
the M.G. sets. 

These motor-generator sets require. 6 m;inutes sta:r'ting time during which 
period the average power input is 2250 KW~· ~~ch~ With such large.fly
wheels,.the to~al inertia of each machine is more than l,Soo,ooo lbs. 
ft. squared. Dynamic braking is used to stop them, and the same grid 
resistors in the .wound rotor circuit uhich areused for starting; are 
also used to absorb the power generated in·the rotor during the braking 
period. A totalizing demand meter · ii1stalla tiolJ. is used as a guide in 
the operation of these machines to soften the_financial>shock of the 
billing demand charges. · · 

-Selective D. C., Sources 

In the r~~earch power .cJ.,ass.ll one can includ~ various motor-generator sets, . 
in sizes from· 30 to 1250K~l. which are used fo1 supplying D.C. to magnetic 
research areas. . These machines ha,fe ri~ flywheels .because their loads 
are constant, but ·an assortment of voltage and current, levels will_ be 
needed to dover the rang.e of experimental design work. Here. again, 
flexibility is essential, so that the generators may be easily an~ quickly 
switched from one test area to a-nother., 

Fig. 6 shows a. group of 5 D.C. terminai .boards, each containing the 
output terminals' controls 9 overload r:elays and metering of their res
pective generators. Each set of liriks connect's a generator to cables 
serving a test area. Busbar jumpers~ cut. to size and ready for use~ can 
connect any machine to aey set of load. cables. For remote c,ontrol, 
starting, et·c. a standardized control panel is mounted· in each of these 
test areas. These panels are connected to the main generator room ldth 
mtilticonductor control cables, terminatingon a cross-connect,boardll 
arranged so· that any remote c·ont:rol sta.t~on can be plugged into any 
motor-generator control circUito ' 

Each remote magnet or other load dev:ice has· it's cn.r"' overlo13.d relay 9 
set to protect it against overload. Each genere.tor has it's own relay 
which is set to a reasor.IB.b+Ef overload yalue •.. In tjlis manner both machine 
and it's load~ large or siilallp isadequateJ,y protected!' consequently· 
the switchfng of loads and/or maclU.nes 'requires bui;. a few moments. In 
large magnets~ ·the r.n1~rent decays so slCIJiy~ that caution must be -used 
when opening the connecting links. Circuit .breakers or switches cannot 
be used and the load circuit is de=energize'd by removing the generator 
field excitation9 thus per-mitting load current to die out. 

·. 
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Accelerator Auxiliaries 

Of smaller load but equal importance in the operation of Particle 
Accelerators, ·are the various aUxiliary devices such as Vacuum pumps, 
R .. F .. supply, !on so'u.rces, Injectors, Deflectors, etco with their asso
ciated control, timing arid metering equipment, for the ~ccelerators can
not operate without them. In this class, the. largE;r components of ~oad 
are the vacuum puinp~ng system and the RoF .. supply which will be des- . 
cribed very brieflyo 

Particle acceleration occurs in tanks, tub~s or chambers under high 
vacuum .. ·· These vacua are produced by combinations of Oil Diffusion , .. 
Pumps,·. and rotary mechanical pumps.. Diffusion pumps ragge in sizes. 
up to 32" I.D .. and can draw a vacuum in 3 stages to 10- mm .. of mercury. 
(10-3 Microns) • 

They operate on the principal of molecular diffusion of a gas into a 
vapor which in this case is oil vapor emerging in several pressure 
stages inside the pump, directed downwa~ds anddrawing air.molecules 
from the intake manifold connected to .the top of the pump .. The~ni:f'old 
is connected to the a.aa~leratlan ·~hamber or tank of the Accelerator .• · 
Oil boilers at the base. of these pumps use heating elements. rated f'rom 
6 to 9 KW. at 240 or 480 volts, 1 phase. Oil vapor is condensed by ·· 
means of water cooling coils around the outside of the Diffusion.puntp, 
and returns to the boiler tank, completing it's cycle. The main pump 
exhausts into a smaller unit. of similar construction, called a bQoster 
pump. The Combination will only work into a fore pressure of about . 
1 mm. of mercury, consequently a fore-pump must be used between the. 
Diffusion pumps and atmospheric pressure. For this purpose,. a rotary, 
oil sealed mechanical pump (such as Kinney or the Beach Russ) is . · 
associated with each Diffusion pump and it's Booster. 

The Bevatron, whose ~gnet :i.A wound in Quadral,lts, will have 6- of the 32" 
DiffuSion pumps (plus their 811 boosters) grouped in the vacuum chn:m~P;r-. 
gap between each quadrant.. Th~se are rated 10.5 KW, 480_ volts, 1 phase 
each,; including the booster, and will be connected into two 3 phase;: • 
groups., making a 63 KW. load at each quadrant gap, or a total of 252 
KW• for the 24 pumps .. Fore or primary pumping will be provided by 
connecting these urrl,ts with 811 pick~up lines terminating in a 1011 

suction line run to the mechanical puinp room, 'containing 8 of the, 310 ' 
CFN size and 6 of the 105 CFM size. I\j_nney pumps. For roughing and. , 

·.finishing purposes there will be an additional 16" suction line run 
'directly_into a tangent t~nk. 

Of these, the larger units have 15 H.P. motors, while the smaller: units 
are driven by 5 HoP. motors. Allowing 1 K.W. per H.P. of motor output, 
this total pumping load will be 402 KW. at 480 volts, three phase. , 
The 8 lar~er size Kinney pumps will be used .for reducing tank press~e 
(roughing) to approximately 200 Microns, after which the 24 diffusio~ 
pumps ~ill be used with these 8 mechanical pumps to hold a tank vacuum 
of 10- microns. 

As mentioned above, the R.Fo supply equipm~nt places a moderate load on 
thA hO cycle systemo The high voltage rectifier for the Ro F. equipment 
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of the Linear Accelerator, is t·ated 15 amperes at 20~000 volts, or 300KW., 
This rectifier charges an 18 mfdo. capacftor t''hrough a 33 Henry choke., 
vlhen operating ·a.t· '18 KV·o; 'the' capaei·toi-,9 s~;stor~~' .. energy will be A~92 KW -
sees.' and when pulsed. for a: period of: 600 micros·econds' the pulse peak 
po~-1er will be 4870 KW o One· sfde of ·this capa~itor is 'grounded. The 

·other side contains-a series. c-trcuit of ·sphere gap and specially wound 
pulse transformer having a 1:2 rati·o" .· The remaining primary terminal 
is groundedo When the sphere. gap breaks down, .. triggered by a timing . 
bias circuit, the capacitor discharges to half voltage or 9 KV o This 
is stepped up in the pulse transformer to 18 KVo and appears as'equal 
plate voltage to 9-oscillators arranged along the length of the 40 fto 
Linear Accelerator tank.. The .oscillators are tuned to generate a freq
uency of 203 megacycles, and deliver their output to the series of· 
drift tubes ·ins ide the tank o 

Conclusion 

The modern resea1ch laboratory contains 'so mariy lethal .devices, that 
a persistant sai'ety·campaign must be carried on at all timeso Highly 
trained personnel, absorbed in cr~ative ~<TOrk, tend to become unco.ncerned 
about·the hazards surrounding them, consequently circuits and equipment 
must be carefully planned so that accidents will be avoided. 

High voltage equipment is screened, gates and doors kept locked; and 
interlocks are wired.into control circuits so that voltage wilJ "1e 
removed if doors are inadvertently openado · All .outdoor transformer . 
banks, fused cutouts, etco are connected with.lead cable'""wiped joints 
instead of·the conventional open wiringo' Figo 7 shows.a main trans
former yard, in which everything that is .e.nergized, is ·surroundeq by steel 
plates, steel.caging,-or lead sheath, and.solidly.groundedo . 

Cages containing high voltage equipment are equipped with numerous 
grounding hooks, placed just i!lsidethe door, Hhere the maintenance 
ma.IJ. ~an reach them and. hook them onto each . point of. danger o Equipment 
which emits raY's having high penetrating power:~ such as-the gamma and 
the X-rays, must be shielded t.rith lead or concrete o 

Magnetic materials must not be placed near magnets where the application 
of the· field might slam the material against ~mother object or person. 
1Uring devices·, subject to radioactive contamination, must be expandible, 
e.go buried in concrete and dumped .into the oceano Sensitive ins ·-, .. uments 
must be shielded against powerful stray fields and protected froffi corro
sive fwnes and acids o Water cooled high voltage equipment, must use very 
lot.J" conductivity water, plus removable electrolysis anodes, to prevent 
the disintegration of th(?'plumbing system .. 

These are some of the i terns v.ihich must be considered Hhen planning 
circuits and designing the electrical power supply for the nuclear 
research laboratoryo 

Carl To Grauer 
April 21, 1952. 
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